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Comparison of a karst groundwater model with and without discrete
conduit ﬂow
Stephen P. Saller & Michael J. Ronayne &
Andrew J. Long

Abstract Karst aquifers exhibit a dual ﬂow system
characterized by interacting conduit and matrix domains.
This study evaluated the coupled continuum pipe-ﬂow
framework for modeling karst groundwater ﬂow in the
Madison aquifer of western South Dakota (USA). Coupled conduit and matrix ﬂow was simulated within a
regional ﬁnite-difference model over a 10-year transient
period. An existing equivalent porous medium (EPM)
model was modiﬁed to include major conduit networks
whose locations were constrained by dye-tracing data and
environmental tracer analysis. Model calibration data
included measured hydraulic heads at observation wells
and estimates of discharge at four karst springs. Relative
to the EPM model, the match to observation well
hydraulic heads was substantially improved with the
addition of conduits. The inclusion of conduit ﬂow
allowed for a simpler hydraulic conductivity distribution
in the matrix continuum. Two of the high-conductivity
zones in the EPM model, which were required to
indirectly simulate the effects of conduits, were eliminated
from the new model. This work demonstrates the utility of
the coupled continuum pipe-ﬂow method and illustrates
how karst aquifer model parameterization is dependent on
the physical processes that are simulated.
Keywords Karst . Numerical modeling . Pipe ﬂow .
Conduit-matrix interaction . USA
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Introduction
Groundwater movement in karst aquifers can be conceptualized using a dual ﬂow system that consists of a diffuse
domain, which represents the bulk of the carbonate
aquifer, and a conduit domain where rapid ﬂow occurs
(Shuster and White 1971; Atkinson 1977; Kiraly 1998). In
the diffuse system, the permeability is derived from both
matrix and fracture porosity (White 1999; Worthington
1999). The presence of conduits results in a distinct ﬂow
system characterized by focused, high-velocity groundwater ﬂow. Flow within the conduits may be laminar or
turbulent. In many karst aquifers, water exchange between
the conduits and diffuse matrix system is substantial
(Martin and Dean 2001; Bauer et al. 2003; Arﬁb and de
Marsily 2004; Maréchal et al. 2008; Bailly-Comte et al.
2010). Thus, in addition to the duality of ﬂow, an
important interactive dynamic commonly occurs between
the two ﬂow systems.
A variety of modeling approaches have been developed
to deal with the dual nature of karst aquifers. In distributed
parameter numerical models, individual karst conduits can
be treated as distinct features within the carbonate or
gypsum matrix. Several investigators have used lines of
high-permeability elements to represent discrete conduits
in traditional single-continuum equivalent porous media
(EPM) models (e.g., Kiraly 1998; Lindgren et al. 2004;
Green et al. 2006; Ravbar et al. 2011; Ronayne 2013).
Worthington (2009) showed that the use of high-permeability channel networks allows for the simulation of
characteristic karst phenomena such as convergent ﬂow to
large springs and trough-shaped equipotentials along
conduits. The approach for these EPM models assumes a
Darcian continuum with strictly laminar ﬂow in both the
conduits and matrix. An alternative approach that allows
for turbulent conduit ﬂow is the coupled continuum pipeﬂow modeling framework (Liedl et al. 2003). This method
couples a discrete pipe network to a Darcian continuum.
Within the pipes (conduits), the simulated ﬂow can be
laminar or turbulent depending on the Reynolds number.
A linear exchange coefﬁcient is used to perform the
coupling between the two domains. The Carbonate
Aquifer Void Evolution (CAVE) model is a coupled
continuum pipe-ﬂow model that has been used in
groundwater applications. As its name implies, the CAVE

model was originally developed to simulate processes that
govern the genesis and enlargement of karst conduits
(Clemens et al. 1996; Liedl et al. 2003; Bauer et al. 2003).
For example, Rehrl et al. (2008) used CAVE to investigate
the controls on conduit evolution within a multilayer karst
aquifer system. The CAVE model has also been used in
the interpretation of spring discharge hydrographs and
solute tracer tests. Birk et al. (2005) linked the CAVE
model to an advective-dispersive transport model to
analyze dye-tracing data from a carbonate aquifer in
southwestern Germany. In a subsequent numerical study

using synthetic karst aquifers with a single conduit, Birk
et al. (2006) simulated individual recharge events and
explored the time lag between peak water discharge and
tracer breakthrough at an outlet spring. Their simulations
illustrated the damped response of a dual ﬂow system, and
they showed that the time lag was dependent on the
conduit size and degree of conduit-matrix ﬂow interaction.
Shoemaker et al. (2008) added turbulent conduit ﬂow
simulation into the US Geological Survey MODFLOW
code. In this conduit ﬂow process (CFP) for MODFLOW,
conduits can be represented using a discrete pipe network

Fig. 1 Study area location and base map. Potentiometric surface contours (based on average hydraulic heads for water years 1988–1997)
and potential karst pathways are from Long and Putnam (2002). The hatched area shows the boundaries of Rapid City
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(mode 1), a high-conductivity ﬂow layer that allows for
turbulence (mode 2), or a combination of the discrete
network and turbulent ﬂow layer (mode 3). CFP Mode 1
is based on the hydraulic formulation of the CAVE model
and therefore requires a user-speciﬁed conduit network
and additional parameters to deﬁne the geometry and
hydraulic characteristics of conduits. Hill et al. (2010)
evaluated the performance of CFP Mode 1 for an area of
the Upper Floridan aquifer where shallow karst conduits
have been mapped. Their model encompassed an area that
included two springs fed by conduits. They utilized
observed hydraulic heads in wells and spring discharge
data to evaluate model performance. For a simulation
period that included large storm events, their CFP Mode 1
model produced a better match to observations when
compared to a laminar EPM model for the same area.
This study evaluates the applicability of the coupled
continuum pipe-ﬂow modeling framework for simulating
transient groundwater ﬂow and spring discharge within a
regional groundwater ﬂow model. Rather than focusing on
individual precipitation events, a 10-year period that
included diverse observation data was considered. The
study area is the karstic Madison aquifer in the vicinity of
Rapid City, South Dakota (USA). Unlike the Floridan
aquifer which has high primary matrix porosity (Budd and
Vacher 2004; Screaton et al. 2004), diffuse ﬂow in the
Madison aquifer occurs within secondary fractures that
comprise a much lower overall porosity. An existing
three-dimensional (3D) MODFLOW model was modiﬁed
to include conduit ﬂow within the Madison aquifer. Major
conduit locations were identiﬁed based on previous
analysis of dye-tracing results and environmental tracer
data. This study demonstrates how the inclusion of
conduits allows for a simpler parameter distribution in
the continuum. By adding major karst conduits, the
existing model calibration is improved upon using fewer
hydraulic conductivity zones.

Study area hydrogeology
The study area is located in western South Dakota, USA,
on the eastern side of the Black Hills uplift, a structural

dome with Precambrian-age metamorphic and igneous
rocks exposed at the center of the uplift and Paleozoic-age
formations overlying these rocks on the ﬂanks (Fig. 1;
Table 1). The Madison aquifer is contained within the
Madison and Englewood Limestones (MDme), with the
highest permeability in the upper part of the aquifer where
extensive karst dissolution has occurred resulting in
conduits (Greene 1993). In the lower part of this unit,
permeability is greatly reduced, which limits groundwater ﬂow from underlying aquifers (Rahn and Gries
1973; Driscoll et al. 2002). The Minnelusa aquifer is
contained within the Minnelusa Formation (PPm),
which includes shale layers in the lower part that
impede groundwater ﬂow between the Madison and
Minnelusa aquifers (Long and Putnam 2002). A shale
and siltstone conﬁning unit (Pmo) overlies the Minnelusa
aquifer. The Madison and Minnelusa aquifers are exposed
at the land surface at approximately 1,300 m above
National Geodetic Vertical Datum of 1929 (NGVD29)
and dip below the land surface to the east where these
aquifers are conﬁned.
Average precipitation in the study area ranges from
about 40 cm/year in the eastern part to about 58 cm/year
in the northwestern part (Driscoll et al. 2002). Groundwater ﬂow generally is from west to east (Fig. 1), but
conduits cause local variations. Recharge to the Madison
and Minnelusa aquifers occurs in outcrop areas from
sinking streams as described by Hortness and Driscoll
(1998) and from direct inﬁltration of precipitation.
Jackson-Cleghorn Springs (Fig. 1) are a complex of
artesian springs that ﬂow primarily from the Madison
aquifer, possibly through a breccia pipe in the Minnelusa
Formation (Back et al. 1983; Anderson et al. 1999;
Hayes 1999). Probable conduit locations identiﬁed by
chloroﬂuorocarbon and electrical-conductivity samples
indicate that sinking streams are connected to JacksonCleghorn Springs by conduits (Long et al. 2008). Dyetracing studies indicate preferential ﬂow paths consistent
with the locations of these conduits (Greene 1999;
Putnam and Long 2007). Dye tracing also indicates that
Boxelder Creek water that sinks into the Madison aquifer
discharges at City Springs (Fig. 2; Greene 1999). Water
use from the Madison and Minnelusa aquifers includes

Table 1 Hydrogeologic units in the Black Hills region (summarized from Strobel et al. 1999)
Unit
label
(Fig. 1)

Hydrogeologic unit

Aquifer

Description

Thickness
(m)

Age

Pmo

Opeche Shale and
Minnekahta Limestone
Minnelusa Formation

Conﬁning unit (lower part)

Shale and limestone

25–60

Permian

Minnelusa aquifer

115–240

Permian,
Pennsylvanian

Madison and Englewood
Limestones
Whitewood, Winnepeg, and
Deadwood Formations

Madison aquifer

Interbedded sandstone,
limestone, dolostone,
and shale
Karst limestone and
dolostone
Sandstone, limestone,
dolostone, and shale

85–180

Mississippian,
Devonian
Ordovician,
Cambrian

PPm
MDme
OCu
pC

Metamorphic rocks
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Deadwood aquifer contained
within the Deadwood
Formation
Precambrian aquifer

Fractured

25–170
–

Precambrian
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municipal, domestic, irrigation, and industrial supply (Putnam
and Long 2009).

Existing EPM model
Putnam and Long (2009) used MODFLOW to develop an
EPM model for the Minnelusa and Madison aquifers in the
vicinity of Rapid City. This modeling effort was conducted to
synthesize available hydrogeologic data, reﬁne estimates of
the regional water-budget components, and make preliminary
predictions of future aquifer response to increased pumping.
The model covers approximately 2,600 km2 along the
eastern ﬂank of the Black Hills. External model boundaries
are shown in Fig. 1. The northern and southern boundaries
are streamline (no-ﬂow) boundaries. The western no-ﬂow
boundary follows the Precambrian bedrock; its position varies
by layer. Mountain front recharge is introduced in the outcrop
areas adjacent to the western boundary. The eastern model
boundary is a head-dependent outﬂow boundary. Within a
400 km2 region surrounding Rapid City, the ﬁnite-difference
cell size is 150 m×150 m. The cell spacing increases gradually
away from this area, such that the maximum column spacing
near the eastern model boundary is 2,000 m. The vertical
dimension was discretized using ﬁve layers to account for
major stratigraphic changes (Table 1). Layers 1 and 3 represent
the Minnelusa and Madison aquifers, respectively, while layers
2 and 4 are conﬁning units, composed of low-permeability
shales and siltstones, at the base of each aquifer. The bottom
model layer, layer 5, represents the Deadwood aquifer, which
is contained in a sandstone formation that provides a minor
source of water to the overlying Madison aquifer. The total
modeled thickness (vertical distance occupied by all layers)
ranges from approximately 270 to 325 m.
Groundwater recharge is incorporated into the model as
distributed areal recharge along the mountain front and
focused recharge from sinking streams. The streamﬂow loss
zones are modeled as point recharge locations in the outcrop
areas. Simulated groundwater outﬂows include discharge to
springs and streams, well pumping, and regional underﬂow
out of the modeled area to the east. The spring locations,
modeled using drain cells, are shown in Fig. 1. Pumping is
simulated at more than 50 wells that draw water from the
Madison and/or Minnelusa hydrogeologic units. Regional
underﬂow across the eastern boundary is computed internally using a head-dependent boundary condition. All other
ﬂows are speciﬁed using wells or recharge cells; the
speciﬁed rates are estimated from previous water-budget
analyses (Long and Putnam 2002). For a steady-state
simulation based on average annual conditions for water
years 1988 through 1997, the simulated total inﬂow and
outﬂow is 2.0 m3s−1 (Putnam and Long 2009). A water year
is the 12-month period October 1 through September 30
designated by the calendar year in which it ends.
The EPM model was calibrated using observed hydraulic
heads and estimated springﬂow data. Figures 1 and 2 show
the locations of springs and Madison aquifer observation
wells. Sensitive parameters adjusted during the calibration
included the drain conductances (used at springs) and
Hydrogeology Journal

hydraulic conductivity. Figure 2a shows the calibrated
hydraulic conductivities within the Madison aquifer (model
layer 3) for the EPM model. The Madison Limestone has
karstic features; therefore, the modeling analysis in this study
is focused on that hydrogeologic unit. As shown in Fig. 2,
seven distinct hydraulic conductivity (K) zones were used in
layer 3 to calibrate the model. The high-K zone around
Jackson-Cleghorn Springs was necessary to capture the
effects of conduit ﬂow in that area.
The transient calibration conducted by Putnam and Long
(2009) considered observed data collected during water
years 1988 through 1997. The simulation time for this 10year interval was discretized using 20 stress periods.
Speciﬁed ﬂows were varied by stress period according to
measured pumping and precipitation/recharge estimates.
The simulation time interval includes a relatively dry period
followed by a span of wet years in the mid 1990s. This study
considers the same 10-year simulation period, and the new
model utilizes the stresses and temporal discretization
scheme from the existing EPM model.

Methodology for new model with conduit ﬂow
Governing flow equations
The coupled continuum pipe-ﬂow framework implemented
in MODFLOW-CFP Mode 1 (Shoemaker et al. 2008) was
used to develop a new groundwater model for the study area.
With this approach, individual conduits are modeled using a
network of pipes that is coupled to the matrix continuum
where diffuse ﬂow occurs. Flow in the continuum is
described by the standard 3D partial differential equation:






∂
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∂
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∂
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þ
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∂x
∂x
∂y
∂y
∂z
∂z
∂t
ð1Þ
where h [L] is hydraulic head, Kx, Ky, and Kz [LT ] are
the hydraulic conductivities in the x, y, and z directions,
respectively, and Ss [L−1] is speciﬁc storage. W [T−1] is a
source/sink term that includes the effects of recharge and
well pumping.
The network used to represent conduits is composed of
multiple pipes that are connected at nodes. Nodes are
speciﬁed at the center of the matrix ﬁnite-difference cell.
In a 3D grid, each node can be connected to as many as
six pipes. For the present application, conduits were added
to model layer 3 only, and the maximum number of
intersecting pipes at an individual node is three.
Within the pipe network, conservation of volume is
governed by Kirchoff’s law. For a given node n, the total
inﬂow is balanced by the total outﬂow [L3T−1]:
Xnp
Q −Qex þ QR ¼ 0
ð2Þ
i¼1 ip
−1

where Qip represents pipe ﬂow and np is the number of
pipes connected to the node. QR is the direct conduit
DOI 10.1007/s10040-013-1036-6

a

b

Fig. 2 Continuum hydraulic conductivity distribution in model layer 3. a EPM model. b CFP model with conduits

recharge to node in, and Qex is the volumetric exchange rate
between the conduit system and the matrix (Shoemaker et al.
2008). Because the modeled pipes remain fully saturated,
Eq. 2 is expressed without a storage change term.
Laminar and turbulent pipe ﬂow are given by the
following two equations, respectively:



πd 4 g Δhp
Qip ¼ −
128vΔlτ
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ð3Þ
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ð4Þ
(Horlacher and Lüdecke 1992; Liedl et al. 2003;
Shoemaker et al. 2008). In the preceding equations, d
[L] is the pipe diameter, τ [−] is the tortuosity, kc [L] is the
roughness coefﬁcient, ν [L2T−1] is the kinematic viscosity
of water in the pipe, g [LT−2] is the gravitational
DOI 10.1007/s10040-013-1036-6

acceleration constant, and Δhp [L] is the head loss along
the pipe segment (difference between hydraulic head at
node n, hn, and the nodal head at the other end of the
pipe). Δl [L] is the length of this segment. During a
simulation, Reynolds numbers are computed for each pipe
to determine if the ﬂow is laminar or turbulent. Equations 3
or 4 are applied accordingly. The lower (turbulent to
laminar transition) and upper (laminar to turbulent
transition) critical Reynolds numbers are 10 and 20,
respectively. These values are lower than those generally
used for straight pipes but were used in Shoemaker et al.
(2008) to demonstrate MODFLOW-CFP. Beek et al.
(1999) describe how ﬂow perturbations lower the critical
Reynolds number. Thus, relatively low values may be
appropriate for karst aquifers due to irregularly shaped
conduits.
The pipe network is coupled to the matrix continuum
by an exchange equation:


Qex ¼ αex hn −hi; j;k
ð5Þ
where hi,j,k [L] is the hydraulic head for the matrix cell
that contains the pipe. αex [L2T−1] is the exchange
conductance for the pipe, which is a lumped parameter
that depends on the conduit wall hydraulic conductivity,
conduit size and geometry, and local ﬂow system
geometry.
The increased computational effort for the coupled
continuum pipe-ﬂow model results in longer run times.
For the transient model described in this paper, the run
time is approximately 10 min on a standard PC when
using a convergence criterion (MODFLOW-CFP epsilon
parameter) of 10−6. This compares to a run time of less
than 1 min for the EPM model.

Model implementation and calibration
Conduits were incorporated into model layer 3, which
represents the Madison aquifer, using the inferred conduit
pathways from previous tracer studies (Greene 1999;
Putnam and Long 2007; Long et al. 2008; Fig. 1) to
guide placement of the conduits. Karst spring locations
provided another important constraint. Each spring location was treated as a conduit outlet, and therefore a
modeled pipe network extends upgradient from all
springs. Because the conduits are known to occur near
the top of the Madison Limestone, all pipe elevations were
speciﬁed in the upper 5 m of layer 3.
Model development revealed that, in addition to the conduit
locations, results are sensitive to the conduit diameter d and
exchange conductance αex. A larger diameter conduit produces
a higher rate of pipe ﬂow (Eqs. 3 and 4), resulting in more
discharge at the network outlet. The αex parameter governs the
amount of conduit-matrix exchange, which controls the extent
to which a conduit behaves as a drain (gaining conduit) or a
source of water to the matrix (losing conduit). Although these
two parameters were allowed to vary for different networks,
Hydrogeology Journal

constant values were maintained within a given network. The
roughness coefﬁcient for all conduits was set to 10−3 m
(Reimann and Hill 2009), which reﬂects a relatively smooth
conduit wall. A conduit tortuosity of 1 was used (straight pipe
segments in each ﬁnite-difference cell).
Along with the addition of conduits, the hydraulic
conductivity zonation scheme that was used in the EPM
model was modiﬁed. An important hypothesis for this
study was that the direct simulation of conduits would
allow for a simpler K distribution in the matrix continuum.
As shown in Fig. 2b, the new CFP model has a single
uniﬁed K zone in the karstiﬁed area surrounding JacksonCleghorn Springs. The two high-K zones were removed,
such that all matrix cells in this area were assigned the
lower conductivity value of 8.1×10−5 ms−1.
The model was calibrated by manual adjustment of the
conduit network structure (conduit locations and geometry),
as well as the parameters d and αex. The objective of the
calibration was to maintain or improve upon the match to
observed hydraulic heads (relative to the EPM model
performance). For the 10-year period between 1988 and
1997, transient hydraulic head data were available at seven
observation wells completed in the Madison aquifer. The
well locations are shown in Figs. 1 and 2. The hydraulic
heads range from 960 m above NGVD29 at well OW-47 to
1,115 m above NGVD29 at well OW-1 (Fig. 3). At
individual wells, the observed heads vary within ranges of
less than 10 m (wells OW-47 and OW-50) to more than 25 m
(well OW-1) over the 10-year monitoring period.
Springﬂow was also considered as an important target
for model calibration. Figure 4 shows estimated springﬂow hydrographs for each of the springs identiﬁed on
Fig. 1. Estimated springﬂow was obtained using a variety
of techniques, as described by Long and Putnam (2002).
For Jackson-Cleghorn Springs, the largest spring in the
study area, estimated springﬂow between 1988 and 1992
is based on an average value reported by Anderson et al.
(1999). This average value of 0.61 m3s−1 was calculated
using a water-budget analysis that considered surfacewater inﬂows and outﬂows along Rapid Creek. In late
1992, a US Geological Survey streamgage was established
to measure the discharge from Jackson-Cleghorn Springs
(USGS 2012). Those data were used to evaluate the model
performance during the last 5 years (1993–1997) of the
calibration period. At other springs, the discharge was
estimated from streamﬂow hydrograph separation. This
approach was used where the stream’s base ﬂow could be
attributed to a speciﬁc spring. Flat lines in Fig. 4
(Deadwood Springs and the ﬁrst half of the record for
Jackson-Cleghorn Springs) indicate that the springﬂow
was estimated using limited data from a short-term study
(e.g., streamﬂow gaging conducted during one or two ﬁeld
seasons). These values provide some indication of the
typical ﬂow rate at the spring. However, those estimates
have substantial uncertainty when applied over multiple
years, and illustrating these rates as ﬂat lines is not meant
to suggest a constant springﬂow through time. All springs
in the study area are affected by seasonal and inter-annual
variability in precipitation.
DOI 10.1007/s10040-013-1036-6

Well OW-46

Well OW-1

1130

1045
1120
1110

1035

1100
1025

Hydraulic head (meters above NGVD29)

1090

985

Well OW-47

Well OW-3

1100

975
1090
965

1080

955

1070

1045

Well OW-50

Well OW-33
1060
1040
1050

1035

1040

1989

1991

1993

1995

1997

Water Year

1050

Well OW-43
1040

Explanation
EPM Model

1030

CFP Model
Observed

1020
1010

1989

1991

1993

1995

1997

Water Year
Fig. 3 Comparison of simulated and observed hydraulic heads at Madison aquifer wells

Although the new model includes conduits with discrete
outlets at the springs, drain cells from the original EPM
model were retained. This proved to be the most efﬁcient
means of removing water from the system. This approach
also avoids the need for a prescribed-head boundary within
the pipe network. Thus, each modeled conduit that discharges
to a spring has a terminal pipe that coincides with a drain cell.
Spring discharge is calculated as the drain outﬂow, just as in
the EPM model. During model development, the simulation
results were examined to verify that the simulated spring
discharge is indeed conduit water. At each spring in the new
Hydrogeology Journal

model, less than 15 % of the drain outﬂow is derived from
adjacent matrix cells. A large proportion of the simulated
discharge comes from the upgradient pipe network.

Results
Major conduit paths in the new model are illustrated in
Fig. 2b. Comparison to Fig. 1 shows that the modeled
conduits roughly follow the locations identiﬁed by previous
investigators using dye-tracing and environmental tracer
DOI 10.1007/s10040-013-1036-6

Jackson-Cleghorn Springs

City Springs

Spring discharge (m3s-1)

0.8

Explanation

0.15

EPM Model
CFP Model
Estimated

0.7
0.1

0.6
0.5

0.05

0.4

0

Spring discharge (m3s-1)

Deadwood Avenue Springs

Elk Springs

0.1

0.8

0.08

0.6

0.06

0.4

0.04

0.2
0

0.02
1989

1991

1993

1995

1997

Water Year

1989

1991

1993

1995

1997

Water Year

Fig. 4 Comparison of simulated and estimated spring discharge

analysis. There are four distinct conduit networks modeled in
the detailed study area shown in Fig. 2b. Three of these
networks terminate at known spring locations (JacksonCleghorn, City, and Deadwood Avenue Springs). The
Deadwood Springs network consists of two terminal
branches with distinct outlets. One of the modeled conduit
networks, named South network for this study, is not
connected to a spring. This conduit delivers water from the
outcrop area near the western model boundary, following
a likely karst pathway identiﬁed in previous studies. South
network is separated from City Springs network by a fault
block, which is represented as a horizontal ﬂow barrier in
the model (Putnam and Long 2009). In addition to those
shown in Fig. 2b, one additional modeled conduit network
terminates at Elk Springs near the northern model boundary
(Fig. 1). Thus, the calibrated CFP model includes ﬁve conduit
networks in areas previously identiﬁed as major conduit zones.
Sensitivity analysis was conducted for the pipe
diameter and exchange conductance parameters. Figure 5
illustrates how the speciﬁed values of d and αex for South
conduit network inﬂuence the matrix hydraulic heads.
This network was selected for illustration because there
are two observation wells (wells OW-43 and OW-46) that
clearly depend on its representation in the model. As
shown in Fig. 2, these two wells are near the outlet of the
network. The upgradient part of this network gains water
from the matrix. Thus, a lower value of d or αex produces
less inﬂow of matrix water, thereby reducing the amount
of ﬂow in the conduit network. This results in less
discharge back into the matrix at the downgradient end
(and therefore lower matrix heads near the observation
wells). Above a threshold pipe diameter for South
network, the heads at wells OW-43 and OW-46 are no
longer sensitive to the speciﬁed diameter (Fig. 5a).
Hydrogeology Journal

Table 2 provides ﬁnal values of the conduit parameters
used in the calibrated CFP model. The roughness coefﬁcient
(kc=0.001 m) and conduit tortuosity (τ=1) are the same for all
conduits; these two parameters were not adjusted during
model calibration. Values of the exchange conductance and
conduit diameter were varied by network. For the conduit
networks that discharge at Elk Springs, City Springs,
Deadwood Avenue Springs, and Jackson-Cleghorn Springs,
the calibrated exchange conductances are within a similar
range. A substantially lower value was applied along South
network, the isolated conduit south of City Springs. The
modeled pipe diameters ranged from 0.25 m (three networks) to 1.5 m for Jackson-Cleghorn conduit network.
Figure 6 shows the model-simulated hydraulic heads
around Jackson-Cleghorn Springs at the end of water year
1988 for both the EPM and CFP models. This time period
was selected to be representative of average conditions; it
precedes the dry conditions during 1989–1991 and the
wetter conditions of the mid 1990s. The inﬂuence of the
conduit network on the simulated potentiometric surface is
clearly illustrated. The closed 1,040-m contour line in
Fig. 6b indicates that the conduit behaves as a regional
hydraulic sink. At this time step, the simulated hydraulic
gradient is from the matrix to the conduit (i.e., the pipes
are gaining water from the aquifer matrix).
Although the water budgets for the EPM and CFP models
are similar, the head-dependent outﬂows differ slightly due
to differences in the simulated hydraulic heads. For example,
during stress periods when the matrix heads are higher in the
CFP model, there is more groundwater discharge across the
eastern outﬂow boundary. The simulated rate of matrix
storage gain or loss is also different. When the two models
are compared for the same stress period, individual water
budget components differ by less than 10 %.
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Fig. 5 Sensitivity to the values of a pipe diameter d and b exchange
conductance αex for South conduit network. The simulated head
plotted for each sensitivity run is an average hydraulic head, calculated
for each observation well, during the 10-year transient simulation (all
20 stress periods considered). Arrow position represents the calibrated
parameter value (see Table 2)

A comparison of simulated and observed hydraulic heads
is provided in Fig. 3. Relative to the original EPM model, the
new MODFLOW-CFP model shows an improved match to
observed hydraulic heads at six of the seven well locations.
Although visual comparison was utilized during model
calibration, subsequent calculation of the residuals shows
that, for the six wells with improvement, the mean absolute

Table 2 Modeled conduit parameters
Conduit
network
Jackson-Cleghorn
Springs
City Springs
Deadwood Avenue
Springs
Elk Springs
South network
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Number
of conduit
nodes
44

Pipe diameter
(m)
1.5

Exchange
conductance
(m2s−1)
7.2×10

−3
−2

94
31

0.25
0.25

4.3×10
2.9×10−2

75
75

0.25
0.6

2.4×10−3
1.4×10−4

error (MAE) decreased by an average of 26 %, ranging from
a 4 % decrease at well OW-43 to a 41 % decrease in MAE at
well OW-1. Observation well OW-33 is the only location
where the CFP model gives a poorer match to the observed
data. At this location, neither model accurately simulates the
large increase in hydraulic head that was observed during the
last 5 years of the study period. Overall, Fig. 3 shows an
improvement in the model calibration with respect to
hydraulic heads.
Model performance at springs is illustrated in Fig. 4.
As described earlier, the target springﬂows were estimated
from streamﬂow gaging and/or water balance analysis.
Thus, uncertainty in the actual spring discharge is
substantial. For City Springs, Deadwood Avenue Springs,
and Elk Springs, the CFP-simulated discharge is very
close to the discharge that was simulated by the EPM
model. At Jackson-Cleghorn Springs, the largest spring
and an important discharge location for the Madison
aquifer, the CFP-simulated discharge hydrograph is closer
to the estimated data. The CFP model reduces the bias
that was apparent in the previous simulation; JacksonCleghorn spring discharge was consistently underestimated
by the EPM model.
Figure 7 shows the simulated conduit-matrix exchange
for the Jackson-Cleghorn and South conduit networks.
These two networks provide representative examples to
illustrate the controls on conduit-matrix interaction. The
main stem of the Jackson-Cleghorn network gains water
from the matrix over its entire length (Fig. 7a). The
simulated exchange ﬂow is inﬂuenced by changes in
conduit geometry (meander bends where the orientation of
the conduit changes relative to the regional aquifer
hydraulic gradient), as well as the locations of network
junctions where tributary conduits join the main stem.
Compared to the Jackson-Cleghorn conduit network, the
simulated rate of exchange along the South network is
much lower (Fig. 7b). This is primarily due to the lower
exchange conductance speciﬁed for the South network,
which reﬂects smaller pipes that are less connected to
transmissive parts of the aquifer matrix. Approximately
3,500 m from its outlet, this modeled conduit transitions
from gaining to losing conditions (Fig. 7b). At the node
that is just upgradient from the outlet, the simulated
hydraulic head in the conduit is 1,049.5 m, whereas the
head in the aquifer matrix is 1,046.0 m. For the JacksonCleghorn conduit network, these hydraulic head values are
1,037.4 and 1,038.9 m, respectively. The simulated water
velocity in these conduits ranges from less than 0.1 to
0.27 ms−1.

Discussion
New results obtained in this study show that the model
calibration was improved at most target locations. However, several of the comparison plots in Figs. 3 and 4
indicate similar behavior for the EPM and CFP models.
This is due to the fact that the new CFP model uses the
same boundary conditions and stress period data that
DOI 10.1007/s10040-013-1036-6
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Fig. 6 Simulated layer 3 hydraulic heads in the vicinity of Jackson-Cleghorn Springs. a EPM model. b CFP model with conduits. Results
are shown for stress period no. 2 (second half of water year 1988). Simulated hydraulic heads greater than 1,036 m above NGVD29 are
contoured. Location shown in Fig. 2

were used in the EPM model. Although the matrix hydraulic
conductivity distribution in layer 3 was modiﬁed, hydraulic heads are still affected by the regional boundary
conditions. Regarding springﬂow, the results indicate that
the simulated spring discharge is largely controlled by the
temporally variable recharge rate. The speciﬁed recharge
is the same in both models; all recharge was applied to
matrix blocks rather than directly into conduits. Despite
some similarity between the two models, the CFP model
does have fundamentally different behavior in the areas
with conduits. As shown in Figs. 6 and 7, simulated
hydraulic heads are strongly inﬂuenced by the conduits,
and there is dynamic water exchange along the entire
conduit trace.
This study highlights the usefulness of indirect data for
delineating conduit zones. Here, previous dye tracing and
environmental tracer analysis were used to identify major
conduits. Although there remains substantial uncertainty
in the precise conduit geometry, the modeled conduits are
reasonably well constrained by the tracer data, outlet
(spring) locations, and streamﬂow loss zones at the
upgradient end. Future modeling may consider inverse
methods or stochastic approaches to evaluate alternative
network geometries (e.g., Jaquet et al. 2004; Borghi et al.
2012).
Inclusion of the conduits allowed for a simpler matrix
hydraulic conductivity distribution; two of the K zones
from the EPM model were removed (Fig. 2). This is an
important result of the study. The model calibration was
improved using a simpler K distribution within the
continuum. This reiterates the fact that some of the
complexity in the EPM model was necessary to deal with
conduit ﬂow that was not explicitly modeled. With the
conduits added, model performance can be maintained
without the need for high-K zones.
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The coupled continuum pipe-ﬂow modeling framework
requires new parameters to characterize the conduits.
These include the conduit location, roughness, diameter,
and tortuosity, as well as an exchange coefﬁcient that
governs the degree of interaction between conduits and
matrix. Efforts to quantify these parameters using ﬁeld
measurements will allow for more accurate numerical
simulations. Spring discharge hydrographs during ﬂood
events may be useful for estimating the diameter of
conduits (Ashton 1966; Atkinson 1977). The exchange
coefﬁcient is a particularly challenging parameter because
it is a lumped conductance term that depends on the
conduit geometry and hydraulic characteristics around the
conduit-matrix interface. Chen et al. (2012) recently
considered the optimal value of the exchange conductance
by comparing coupled continuum pipe-ﬂow modeling
results to benchmark solutions obtained with a StokesDarcy simulation model. More research along these lines
is necessary to investigate the behavior of αex in the
presence of turbulent conduit ﬂow.
In addition to the model comparison and assessment of
the matrix K distribution, this study provides a test
application of the coupled continuum pipe-ﬂow modeling
framework as implemented in MODFLOW-CFP Mode 1.
One previous application of CFP Mode 1 by Hill et al.
(2010) considered groundwater ﬂow in the unconﬁned
Floridan aquifer, which is characterized by high primary
matrix porosity. In the uplifted portion of the Madison
Limestone around the Black Hills, diffuse ﬂow occurs
within a network of secondary fractures that contribute
substantial permeability, allowing for widespread ﬂow
throughout the Madison aquifer. Thus, the results of this
study show that the coupled continuum pipe-ﬂow method
can be useful in older karst aquifers that exhibit diffuse
ﬂow and conduit-matrix exchange. Finally, the scale of
DOI 10.1007/s10040-013-1036-6
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models illustrates how the parameterization of the matrix
depends on the representation of conduits. With discrete
conduit ﬂow included, model performance was improved
using a simpler matrix hydraulic conductivity distribution.
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this modeling effort demonstrates that the method is
applicable within a regional karst aquifer model containing multiple conduit networks.

Conclusion
This study considered karst groundwater ﬂow in the
Madison aquifer near Rapid City, South Dakota. Two
numerical models of the aquifer system were compared:
an equivalent porous medium model with high-K zones in
the main karstiﬁed area and a coupled continuum pipeﬂow model that included discrete conduit networks. In the
latter, modeled conduit locations were based on inferred
karst pathways from previous tracer studies. The models
were evaluated using observation well hydraulic heads
and estimated discharge at springs. Comparison of the two
Hydrogeology Journal
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